Patterns for Wind Sails – Wind Catchers
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Three sizes for each pattern are provided and the center cut out is optional.

Arbelos  Astroid  Cat  Chicken Egg  Crescent  Daisy
Deltoid Curve  Diamond  Disk  Dog  Dog Bone  Dual Lunes
Eagle  Heart  House  House Key  Kite  Magatama
Octagon  Propeller  Rabitt  Reuleaux Polygon  Serpent  Skeleton Key
Snow Man  Steam Locomotive  Sun Burst  Swan  Tear Drop  Triangle
Triquetra  Vesica Pisces  5 Pointed Star  6 Pointed Star  7 Pointed Star  8 Pointed Star
Astroid
Deltoid Curve
Dog Bone
House
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Vesica Pisces
5 - Pointed Star  
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